
01.15 pm 30mn Registration

01.45 pm 15mn Meeting Introduction

02.00 pm 15mn talk
Session I.1 - The Emerging Bio-Argo Network: An Overview Of French Activities
Fabrizio D'ORTENZIO (CNRS/LOV - France)

02.20 pm 15mn talk
Session I.2 - Adaptive Sampling Using Fleets of Gliders in the Presence of Fixed Buoys: a 
Prototype Built Upon the MyOcean Service
Marco COCOCCIONI (University of Pisa - Italy)

02.40 pm 15mn talk
Session I.3 - Accuracy of the last GOCE geoid models and impact for the computation of 
the new CNES-CLS MDT
Sandrine MULET (CLS - France)

03.00 pm 15mn talk
Session I.4 - Enhanced Measurements of Mesoscale Activity in the Eastern Boundary 
Upwelling Systems
Arthur CAPET (IMEDIA CSIB-UIB - Spain)

03.20 pm 15mn talk
Session I.5 - Improving ocean colour services with new sources of high spatial and high 
temporal resolution satellite data – the HIGHROC project
Kevin RUDDICK (RBINS, Belgium)

03.40 pm 35mn FORUM DISCUSSION - TBC -

04.15 pm 15mn COFFEE BREAK

04.30 pm 120mn
POSTERS DISPLAY 
All sessions, posters will be up all week.

06.30 pm 60mn ICE BEAKER RECEPTION - END OF DAY 1

08.00 pm Adjourn SHUTTLE BUS DEPARTURE TO TOULOUSE CITY CENTER

          MyOcean2 SCIENCE DAYS 2014
       preliminary AGENDA

Monday 22nd September afternoon 
SESSION I: OBSERVING SYSTEMS

The challenge of new observing systems for operational monitoring and forecasting:  this session will report on efforts made to assemble 
comprehensive and quality-checked data bases required to elaborate higher-level synthesis products (e.g. climatologies, re-processed data sets) or to 
feed operational monitoring and forecasting systems; it will also identify how the observing system in place today  (both satellite and in situ 
components) is likely to evolve within the next 5-10 years, opportunities for new platforms and sensors (dedicated to physical, biological and chemical 
variables). Cost-effective design studies (e.g. based on OSE or OSSEs) of sustained ocean observing system are expected here. This session should 
address observations of the open ocean as well as regional or coastal domains.



08.00 am SHUTTLE BUS DEPARTURE FROM TOULOUSE CITY CENTER (departure time to be confirmed)

09.00 am 15mn talk
Session II.1 - Improvements Achieved In Eddying Global Ocean Simulations During The 
MyOcean Project.
Anne-Marie TREGUIER (LPO, France)

09.20 am 15mn talk
Session II.2 - Sensitivity of the Mediterranean sea level to atmospheric pressure and free 
surface elevation numerical formulation in NEMO
Paolo ODDO (INGV - Italy)

09.40 am 15mn talk
Session II.3 - How well is mixing modelled in tidally active seas?
Jason HOLT (NOC - UK)

10.00 am 15mn talk
Session II.4 - Updates on Ice-Ocean Coupling on The Canadian CONCEPT 1/12th degree 
Regional Modelling System
Frederic DUPONT (Environnement Canada)

10.20 am 15mn talk
Session II.5 - Status and Future Plans For Global Coupled Short-range Forecasting At The 
Met Office
Christopher HARRIS (Met Office - UK)

10.40 am 20mn COFFEE BREAK

11.00 am 120mn
POSTERS DISPLAY
All sessions, posters will be up all week.

01.00 pm 60mn LUNCH BREAK

02.00 pm 15mn talk
Session III.1 - The TAPAS initiative: an efficient link between MFC and SL TAC
Claire DUFAU (CLS - France)

Tuesday 23rd September morning
SESSION II: UPPER OCEAN MODELLING

Tuesday 23rd September afternoon
SESSION III: MODEL DATA SYNERGIES

Modelling the turbulent ocean with a focus on surface layers: very significant progress has been made during the MyOcean time-frame, resolving finer 
scales, including more precise physical processes and using more realistic atmospheric forcings. This session will address recent advances in 
modelling the circulation in the open ocean and regional seas : this relates to numerics, development of new parameterizations, improvements of 
ocean model codes, coupling strategies, representation of air-sea interactions, adaptation to coastal seas etc.  This session should also identify the new 
areas of developments to be consolidated in the future such as wind-wave and surface current interactions, better representation of ocean-ice coupling 
and inclusion of dynamic al effects at sub-mesoscale. 

Model-data integration is the core concept of operational ocean monitoring and forecasting. This requires advanced methods for assimilating data into 
numerical models, quantifying uncertainties using ensemble methods or probabilistic descriptions, verifying the consistency with observations etc. 
The progress made in terms of both fundamental and applied estimation problems will be discussed, including deficiencies of current assimilation 
methods and approaches. A challenge will be to enable the assimilation of new parameters or new data types from future missions/observing 
systems. A key question for this session will be to identify how to bridge the gap between the current operational practice and more academic, CPU-
consuming approaches in the framework of large ocean model systems with increasing resolution.



02.20 pm 15mn talk
Session III.2 - Towards an hybrid ensemble variational assimilation system for the Global 
Ocean
Andrea STORTO (CMCC - Italy)

02.40 pm 15mn talk
Session III.3 - A 4DEnOI twin experiment in a Bay of Biscay regional configuration
Vassilis VERVATIS (CNRS/LEGOS, France)

03.00 pm 15mn talk
Session III.4 - Analysis of Vertical Structure of Temperature in the Baltic Sea based on 3D 
Modelling and Data from Shallow-Water Argo Floats
Antti WESTERLUND (FMI, Finland)

03.20 pm 15mn talk
Session III.5 - Uncertainty estimation for operational forecast products - a multi-model-
ensemble approach for North and Baltic Sea
Xin LI (FMHA - Germany)

03.40 pm 35mn FORUM DISCUSSION - TBC -

04.15 pm 15mn COFFEE BREAK

04.30 pm 120mn
POSTERS DISPLAY
All sessions, posters will be up all week.

06.45 pm Adjourn SHUTTLE BUS DEPARTURE TO TOULOUSE CITY CENTER

08.00 am SHUTTLE BUS DEPARTURE FROM TOULOUSE CITY CENTER (departure time to be confirmed)

09.00 am 15mn talk
Session IV.1 - Building the capacity for forecasting marine biogeochemistry and 
ecosystems: recent advances and future developments.
Marion GEHLEN (LSCE/IPSL - France)

09.20 am 15mn talk
Session IV.2 - Biogeochemical coastal monitoring and forecasting using MyOcean 
products: a data assimilation approach for coastal chlorophyll
Anne TERUZZI (OGS, France)

09.40 am 15mn talk
Session IV.3 -Towards to operational forecasting the North and Baltic Seas ecosystem 
dynamics.
Svetlana LOSA (AWI, Germany)

10.00 am 15mn talk
Session IV.4 - AMICO-BIO: investigating the effects of forcing open boundaries in 3D 
regional biogeochemical models and the use of public data products for model validation
Oliver N. ROSS (OPLC/CNRS, France)

10.20 am 15mn talk
Session IV.5 - Mesoscale Vertical Motion From Satellite And In-situ Observations: 
Potential Impacts On Primary Production In The Gulf Stream
Ananda PASCUAL (IMEDEA CSIC-UIB - Spain)

10.40 am 20mn COFFEE BREAK

11.00 am 120mn
POSTERS DISPLAY
All sessions, posters will be up all week.

Wednesday 24th September morning
SESSION IV: PREDICTING THE LIVING OCEAN

The extension of operational oceanography from the physics to the biology, biogeochemistry and ecosystem monitoring is a major trend today, 
motivated by scientific knowledge and user needs. A broad variety of observational, modelling, assimilation and synthesis approaches have been 
adapted to operational applications with regional focus, to be discussed in this session.  It will also be an opportunity to examine demonstrations of 
integrated analysis and prediction systems (at basin or regional/coastal scales) in which information cascades from physical state to ecosystem state 
estimation or water quality assessment. Predictability issues and potential skill might also be discussed in this session.



01.00 pm 60mn LUNCH BREAK

02.00 pm 15mn talk
Session V.1 - Main updates for the future global Mercator Océan analysis and forecasting 
high resolution system
Jean-Michel LELLOUCHE (Mercator Ocean - France)

02.20 pm 15mn talk
Session V.2 - Coupled Environmental Prediction: A CONCEPTS-Mercator Collaboration
Gregory SMITH (Environnement Canada)

02.40 pm 15mn talk
Session V.3 - Modeling and data assimilation developments of the TOPAZ system in 
support of operational oceanography in the Arctic
Laurent BERTINO (NERSC - Norway)

03.00 pm 15mn talk
Session V.4 - Using Argo data to analyze global ocean changes
Karina VON SCHUCKMANN (MOI, Université de Toulon - France)

03.20 pm 15mn talk
Session V.5 - INDO12BIO: a physical/biogeochemical coupled configuration adapted for 
Indonesian seas
Elodie GUTKNECHT (Mercator Océan - France)

03.40 pm 35mn FORUM DISCUSSION - TBC -

04.15 pm 15mn COFFEE BREAK

04.30 pm 60mn
POSTERS DISPLAY
All sessions, posters will be up all week.

05.30 pm Adjourn SHUTTLE BUS DEPARTURE TO TOULOUSE CITY CENTER

Describing the past, present and future ocean state: the operational oceanography community has played a major role in terms of design, 
implementation, production and assessment of ocean state hindcasts or reanalyses covering the altimetric era. Contributions to this effort, produced 
or coordinated in the framework of MyOcean or other national/ international programs will be welcome in this session. The opportunity to use/adapt 
the current analysis/reanalysis framework (ocean only or coupled ocean/atmosphere) and tools to produce scenarii describing the ocean/sea state 
evolution in the next month/years might be discussed as well. 

Wednesday 24th September afternoon 
SESSION V: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE OCEAN STATE


